Ridhwaan's
Red Masala
RIDHWAAN MAYET
RIDHWAAN_ZA

Ridhwaan is a fermentrepreneur and Chief
Saucier at Ridhwaan Foods based in
Johannesburg, South Africa. His wild
fermented hot sauce are brought to life
through microbial transformation which
indices deep umami flavours which will
light up your taste buds. He had graciously
shared his red masala recipe which can be
used in 99% of all Indian cuisine.

Equipment
Your finest blade or blender
Airlock Fermentation jar

Ingredients
1 kg cleaned and peeled ginger
800g de-stemmed Red Indian / Thai
chillies (you can mix in some cayenne or
red serrano to decrease the heat but each
variety produces its own unique flavour
and heat)*
700g de-stemmed dry red chillies.
400g peeled garlic
58g salt

Method
Mince on your finnest blade all the ingredients except the salt. If using a food processor,
you don't want to get a complete smooth paste but a bit chunkier than that. Into the
minced masala add half the salt and stir until even distributed.
Add the masala mixture to the jar and sprinkle the remaining salt over the top to cover
it.

Wild Soda
ZAYAAN KHAN

Close the lid with the airlock on. The airlock will ensure you don't form mould by
preventing oxygen contact with the masala and prevent the jar exploding from the C02
being produced.
Allow the jar to sit for a minimum for three weeks (assuming warmish weather) in a
warm place out of direct sunlight. After three weeks you'll notice the bubble activity has
reduced down to a level where you can hardly notice activity. I personally like to go for
three months but 3 weeks should get most of the fermentation done.
Open your masala for the first time since closing it and give it a stir, it's now done. It's
has a slightly more acidic not than unfermented masala due to the lactic acid, but the
umami-ness produced is just unbelievable.
If you notice a slight white skin on the top of the masala, (for the several month
fermenters) don't panic. First determine if it's mould or kahm (a type of wild yeast that
is harmless). As a rule if it smells bad, it's bad. Mould is fluffy and cloud like, compared to
kahm which has a more sense appearance. If it smells like mild body odour, it's okay.
Using an airlock you shouldn't have this issue though.
You can store your masala in the freezer or the fridge. It's best practice to have a small
container dedicated to your masala in the fridge where you can keep what you're going
to use for the next 7 days and don't mind it being permanently being stained and
smelling like masala. The remainder can go into the freezer.
Recipe ideas to use red masala in
Biryani
Khari kitchri
Gujarati style mugg lentils
Alipore tereloo marghoo (roast chicken)
Mutton kalya (dry Indian lamb dish)
99% of Indian cuisine
*A very important part of the chilli is how its grown and where its grown. Especially
when fermenting, the soil the chillies are grown in affects the microbiota of the
fermentation and the end taste. For this reason, hydroponic chillies lack the same depth
of flavour

